
Would you have been a Federalist or an Anti-Federalist?

 
 

Document C 
Source: Declaration of Independence, 1776 
 
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed 
by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the 
pursuit of Happiness. — That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, 
deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, — That whenever any Form of 
Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to 
abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and 
organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and 
Happiness.  
… 
The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and 
usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these 
States. To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a candid world. 
 

 
 

Document D 
Melancton Smith, June 21, 1788 
 
[Representatives] should be a true picture of the people, possess a knowledge of their 
circumstances and their wants, sympathize in all their distresses, and be disposed to seek their 
true interests….[T]he number of representatives should be so large, as that, while it embraces 
the men of the first class, it should admit those of the middling class of life. I am convinced 
that this government is so constituted that the representatives will generally be composed of 
the first class in the community, which I shall distinguish by the name of the natural 
aristocracy of the country. 
 



In every society, men of this [aristocratic] class will command a superior degree of respect; 
and if the government is so constituted as to admit but few to exercise the powers of it, it will, 
according to the natural course of things, be in their hands. Men in the middling class, who are 
qualified as representatives, will not be so anxious to be chosen as those of the first. When the 
number is so small, the office will be highly elevated and distinguished; the style in which the 
members live will probably be high; circumstances of this kind will render the place of a 
representative not a desirable one to sensible, substantial men, who have been used to walk in 
the plain and frugal paths of life…. 
 
A substantial yeoman, of sense and discernment, will hardly ever be chosen. From these 
remarks, it appears that the government will fall into the hands of the few and the great. This 
will be a government of oppression….The great consider themselves above the common 
people, entitled to more respect, do not associate with them; they fancy themselves to have a 
right of preeminence in every thing. 
 

 
 

Document E 
Source: Alexander Hamilton, Speech to the Constitutional Convention, 1787 
 
“The people are turbulent and changing; they seldom judge or determine right. Give therefore 
to the first class [rich and well born] a distinct, permanent share in the government. They will 
check the unsteadiness of the second [common people]; and as they cannot receive any 
advance by a change, they therefore will ever maintain good government.”  
- Alexander Hamilton 

 
 

 
 


